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14-Photopaper

Different printers, inks, resolutionsand printing qualities result into numerousdifferent printing parameters. In addition, there a numerousfactors
influencing processing and the application of our materials. For this reason, we cannot make specific statementsas to drying times and maxi-
mum ink absorption. For this reason, we recommend you to perform own testsin order to verify the desired results. Our product specifications
are not to be understood as legally binding guarantees assuring specific characteristics. Any liabilities and guarantees, as well as claims for
compensation beyond the value of the product itself are excluded.

Matchcode:
Material: both sides PE-coatedpaper
Finish: satin
Farbe: white
Weight: 225 g/m²
Thickness: 213 µm
Opacity: >93
Brightness(60°): 22
Whiteness (CIE): >145
Lamination: warm, cold
Standard roll width: 54”
Standard roll length: 30 m
Storage: cool and dry environment,at 15-25°C, 50% rel. humidity
Shelf life: 24 month in original packing

COMPATIBLE INKS:
Eco Solvent: yes UVC: yes
Solvent: yes Latex: yes

Solvent Photo Paper 230 Semi Glossy is a photo paper with a satin surface.
The coating is made for common eco-solvent-,solvent-, UVC- and latex-based inks and has
an excellent flatness. Typical applications are photorealistic prints.

Solvent PhotoPaper 230 Semi Glossy

SOPHOPA230SG
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Solvent PhotoPaper 230 Semi Glossy

Description:
Solvent Photo Paper 230 Semi Glossy is a photo paper with a satin surface.
The coating is made for common eco-solvent-,solvent-, UVC- and latex-based inks and has
an excellent flatness. The ink receiving layer permits intensive and brilliant colours for high
resolution photographic prints. Thepremium RC basic paper is mounted on both sides with
PEfilm which brings stability and a pleasant touch.

Processing:
Solvent Photo Paper 230 Semi Glossy permits a fast drying and short workflow and easy
lamination. Thecomplete drying time can vary according to the ink amount and the
atmospheric conditions. We advice to unroll the printed strip and laid flat as soon as

possible until final drying.
To avoid fingerprints the use of cotton-gloves is advisable.

Application:
Typical applications are photo realistic prints, shop window advertising, posters, presenta-
tions, signs and displays for indoor.


